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Abstract. Word sense disambiguation (WSD) requires the establish-
ment of a list of the different meanings of words. WSD efforts in ma-
chine translation require) in addition) the equivalent translation words
in target languages. To facilitate WSD in machine translation systems,
we propose the construction of an pntology-based multilingual lexicon)
from various existing language resources, as an alternative to existing hi-
erarchicallexicons such as WordNet and Roget's Thesaurus. Apart from
providing equivalent words from different languages, the lexicon will be
used to extend a WSD algorithm that calculates lexical conceptual dis-
tance data. The information in the lexicon to be constructed can also be
used for other natural language processing tasks.
1 Introduction
In natural language) words having different meanings in different contexts are
said to be ambiguous. While it comes naturally to humans) deciding what an am-
biguous word means in a particular discourse can be problematic for machines.
As an example, consider the English word log. A computer might wrongly trans-
late the English sentence:
The computer logs have been deleted.
into the Malay sentence
*Balak komputer telah dipotong.
or literally, *the computer wood has been cut.!
Word sense disambiguation (WSD) refers to the task of determining the
correct meaning or sense of an ambiguous word in context [1]. This requires
first establishing a list of all different meanings (senses) for all the words under
consideration. Disambiguation is then performed by evaluating the context of an
occurrence of an ambiguous word and the sense entries in the said list, in order
to assign the correct sense to the word occurrence under consideration [2]. The

































